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�Food comes from Shabbos or Shmitta, not the other way around....

:dl̈ §k ῭ §l m ¤kl̈ u ¤x ῭ d̈ z ©A ©W dz̈ §id̈ §ewu vwwf)  (
And [the produce of] the Sabbath of the land shall be yours to eat for

you (25:6) This posuk, so central to the precept of

Shmitta/Sabbatical Year, seems to put the emphasis on one's

eating, rather than the land's resting. " "u ¤x ῭ d̈ z ©A ©W dz̈ §id̈ §e  would

have sufficed to underscore the centrality of the agricultural

stand-down. The Torah dispels the mistaken notion that the

purpose of Shmita is that one eat the fruits of the preceding six

years' labour during the Sabbatical seventh year. The opposite

is true. dl̈ §k ῭ §l   m ¤kl̈ "you will eat" occurs when -- and only when

 u ¤x ῭ d̈ z ©A ©W --  "the land has rested".  Observing Shmitta will

yield the food for the ensuing six years. And this dynamic is

mirrored by the weekly Shabbos' influence on its ensuing six

days. This fact is laid down by the Zohar's tenet that oi`kxa lk
`ilz iriayd meia `zzle `irlc (varying versions found in seforim

kedoshim): The blessings of any given week stem from the influence

of its preceding Shabbos. Thus, Shmitta of years and Shabbos of

days are mirrored and intertwined.   (vru, ka vrutn hwwwpg kwwunv)

Shmitta food is a brocho, not a miracle
dp̈Ẍ ©A m ¤kl̈ i ¦zk̈ §x ¦AÎz ¤̀  i ¦zi ¦E ¦v §e� .... z ¦ri ¦a §X ©d dp̈Ẍ ©A l ©k Ÿ̀PÎd ©n Ex §n Ÿ̀z i ¦k §e

 :zi ¦X ¦X ©d(twf vwwf)

And if you should say, "What will we eat in the seventh year? ..." I

will command My blessing for you in the sixth year, (25:20-21)

With the Yidden having personally experienced the miraculous

forty-year delivery of their daily portion of manna, is it

anything short of bewildering that they should ask "What are

we supposed to eat in that seventh year stretch?" There must be

an explanation to offset the challenge which, on the surface,

reeks of chutzpah. Actually, the question was a fair one,

because there was a totally different calculation at work.  The

Yidden knew full well that Hashem would continue to provide

for them, as always. But they knew that the manna came

miraculously. When one benefits from a nes/miracle, his merits

are diminished. There was no way in keeping with the laws of

natural agriculture that manna could "grow" in the wilderness.

Perforce, it had to be bederech nes. The fear was that food

coming throughout the shmitta year would continue to deplete

their "zchusim/merits bank account." They did not want to

continue to be fed through nissim! Their reassurance lay in the

Divine promise: i ¦zk̈ §x ¦AÎz ¤̀  i ¦zi ¦E ¦v §e You need have no qualms.

Because of My brocho, your food will arrive fully in keeping

with the laws of agriculture, and not through miracles. Being

helped by a brocho does not diminish one's balance of merits

which he understandably guards jealously. (ehkd ktrah hrnt)

 But this insight can actually be turned back on itself. Given the

Yidden's concern about their "zchusim" fund, why did they not 

raise this point in the midbar about the manna itself, which was

a pure and undiluted nes/miracle? After forty years of

miraculous nourishment, it would seem, according to their

reckoning, they could scarcely have had any merits left! The

Gemara (Taanis 9a) provides the answer by drawing a distinction

between a miracle performed for a multitude and one performed

for an individual. (Moshe's merit provided the manna, and Moshe is deemed

equivalent to a multitude. Brochos 54 deals at length with nisim performed for

individuals. Taanis 24b relates how Ravi Mari advised against eating flour

miraculously transformed from sand, on the grounds that miracle-sourced food

should be avoided, even though it was for a multitude. He saw that natural flour

would arrive the next day. Again, the problem is with an individual benefitting from

a nes.) The miracle of the manna did not detract from any

individual's merits. But in light of our context, each individual

future field owner would indeed benefit in the face of

seemingly insurmountable Shvi'is restrictions. But our posuk

promises that the largesse would come via Hashem's special

brocho, and not by supernatural means, and so one need not

worry about depleting his "zechsim bank account", as we saw

earlier, by observing Shmitta strictly. (Yehuda Z. Klitnick)

Avoiding ribbis shows belief in Yetzias Mitzrayim
 :K ¤W¤p §A Fl o ¥Y ¦zÎ Ÿ̀l L §R §q ©MÎz ¤̀(zwwk- vwwf) 

You shall not give him your money with interest (25:37)

An interesting Yalkut teaches that whoever upholds the

prohibition of unlawful interest testifies to the truth of Yetzias

Mitzrayim -- and conversely. What is the logical connection

between these two inyanim, upon which the Yalkut is based?

The answer lies embedded in this Gemara (Brochos 9a), although

it requires elucidation:
ohrmnn ukta ofn vaecc ktrahk ovk runtu lk lnn vaecc vank vwwcev vhk rnt vaec iuak tkt iht
ovc ohhe tk kusd aufrc utmh if hrjtu ovc ohhe o,ut ubgu ouscgu �ehsm u,ut�rnth tka cvz hkfu ;xf hkf

The word tb is a term of requesting. Hashem said to Moshe, I plead of you,

request gold and silver vessels from the Egyptians so that it should not be said

that Hashem DID fulfill the decree made to Avraham "They will inflict and

enslave them", whereas "Afterwards they will depart with great possessions"

He did NOT fulfill. Who is meant by bahem, "through them", which

seems superfluous? Hashem intended promise of great wealth

for future generations, that when the post-Midbar Yidden enter

Eretz Yisrael they would receive all material blessings.

Nonetheless, those who left Mitzrayim worked very hard there,

as lowly slaves, and yet would not be worthy to enter the Land,

dying instead in the Midbar. They should also be entitled to

rechush gadol/great wealth, and that was granted to them. And

that is the meaning of "bahem" -- those who left Mitzrayim,

who had laboured hard, received the spoils from the Egyptians.

The same principle applies when a person loans money without

interest. He is rewarded in the Future World, but he suffers a

loss because he could have put the loaned money to work as an

investment or other business purpose. Therefore, Hashem

grants him his parnosah/livelihood from a different source. So:

if a man shows his perfect emunah that his loaning money

interest-free will cause him no financial harm, affirming the

concept of forbidden "ribis", secure in the knowledge that

Hashem will restore his losses from a different source which

could be entirely unanticipated, then ipso facto he shows his
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belief in the Exodus from Egypt: just as those who left Egypt

emerged with great wealth, although that had been promised for

the post-Midbar Jews upon conquering and entering the Land,

so he, the ethical lender will have his losses restored through

different channels. The converse of this grand teaching also obtains,

as should be evident. Loan money at interest >> Denial of Hashem's

providence   >> Denial of the Exodus, since those leaving were

apparently not included in Hashem's promise of prosperity. 

(.rtuua - ;xuh ic)

Story of the week    (By Yehuda Z. Klitnick and translated by Duvid Pinchas Rose)

A bibliophile's hunt for an elusive sefer leads instead to two Hidden TzaddikimA bibliophile's hunt for an elusive sefer leads instead to two Hidden TzaddikimA bibliophile's hunt for an elusive sefer leads instead to two Hidden TzaddikimA bibliophile's hunt for an elusive sefer leads instead to two Hidden Tzaddikim
One of the students of the Holy Mezritcher Maggid was known as

Reb Ezriel of  Politzk, Belarus.  On one occasion, he happened to

be in a small shtetl near Lemberg where he ran across an itinerant

seforim seller who had spread out his wares in the local shul. What

did he spy but a small copy of  ohhbre rpx, the advanced Kabbala

sefer, (bearing a commentary from the famed kabbalist Rebbe Shamshon

meOstropolia and attributed to Reb Yitzchak son of the Ra'avad, or the Rebbe

of Kardina.) Reb Ezriel, ever the inveterate bibliophile, had been

seeking the sefer for a long time, but was dismayed when the seller

quoted a very high price, owing to its extreme scarcity. Ezriel tried

his best to cajole the peddler to lower the asking price, but he stood

firm. The price was out of reach for him, so Ezriel went around

town, trying to scrape together funds from among his friends to

cover the "must have" acquisition. He managed to assemble the

funds and lost no time in returning to the seforim peddler -- whom

he found in the middle of packing away his wares for his next stop.

"I've come to buy that rare sefer I was looking for. I assume you

still have it, since it is highly esoteric and there could be very few

customers for it." "Let me see, let me think," said the peddler,

stroking his beard nervously. "Oh! You mean the ohhbre rpx?  
Just an hour ago, a simple wagon driver came along, plunked down

my full price and off he drove with the little sefer. You have a

problem with that?" This struck Rav Ezriel like a lightning bolt.

There's more to this than meets the eye, he thought. If a simple

teamster buys an exalted, kabbalah sefer like that, then he must be a

"Lamed-Vavnik" (one of the 36 Hidden Tzaddikim of the

generation) and I want to meet him and learn with him. He asked

the peddler to describe the man exactly, and he did the best he

could. Rav Ezriel started casting about in town to get a lead on

finding the hidden tzaddik, and eventually, after many inquiries,

found out where he lived. Ezriel made a beeline to the house (more

of a shack, really), where, luckily, he saw a coarse individual

unloading a wagon. "I beg your pardon, Reb Yid, but I have reason

to believe that you bought a sefer today which I very much want to

own. I'm prepared to buy it off from you, and  add a nice profit in

the bargain." The teamster flew into a rage: "A sefer, you say? How

should I know anything about seforim? They're all the same to me!

Now get moving, mister. I've had a hard day with the wagon and

need to get some rest, and you're bothering me with seforim?  Just

scram, Mister." With that, he displayed his grubby, unwashed fist to

our Rav Ezriel and said, threateningly: "Be gone by my count of

three, or I'll give you a taste of this medicine!"

Needless to say, Rav Ezriel was taken aback by this ugly threat of

violence, but thought to himself, "That is the nature of a

Lamed-Vavnik. His goal is to conceal his greatness, so I shouldn't

be disturbed. But by the same token, I'm in no mood to get beaten

up." Rav Ezriel went to the local Rav to enlist him as an ally. He

asked him to accompany him back to the wagoner and, if he were

unwilling to part with the sefer, to at least convince him to sit with

him to study its contents. The Rav took well to the suggestion, since

he had learned kabbalah to a certain extent, and would have liked to

join in the shiur! The pair proceeded to the house and found that it

was devoid of any human activity. Instead, they stumbled upon a

hidden staircase, covered by a carpet, leading to the cellar. They

followed the stairs and -- wonder of wonders -- viewed a humble

table, groaning with a load of sforim, where the wagon driver surely

sat, steeped in learning Toras Nistar/Hidden Wisdom with a holy

circle of companions. Rav Ezriel inquired by neighbours and

learned that the wagoner had most likely gone to Lemberg, where

he was known to frequent a certain guest house. Rav Ezriel felt he

was hot on the trail of the hidden man, so he lost no time in getting

over to the guest house in Lemberg. He tried to blend in

inconspicuously with the crowd of downtrodden and bedraggled

wayfarers usually found in public houses of the sort. One man in

particular caught his eye: a solitary vagabond sitting in a corner,

with his knapsack flung over his shoulder, clearly on the lookout

for someone. Before long, in came the wagon driver, heading

straight for that corner. The two men embraced and launched into

an intense dialogue. Ezriel could not overhear them at first, but was

convinced that he had happened upon a second Hidden Tzaddik -- a

chavrisa with the new arrival. He was determined to try harder to

eavesdrop, thinking that for the sake of Torah, it would be

permitted. He inched closer to the pair, face kept close to his plate

so the teamster would not notice him. (He was probably afraid of

feeling his fist, even after the passage of time.) This is what he

overheard: "Where have you been lately and where are you coming

from now?" asked the wagon driver. "I'm coming from Anipoli,

where I spent time close to Rebbe Reb Zishe." "What were you

trying to find there?" "I wanted to get to know him and learn about

authentic Yiras Shomayim/Fear of Heaven." "What did you witness,

and did you succeed in attaining Yiras Shomayim?" "I derived

entire courtyards-full of Fear of Heaven." Rav Ezriel could only

speculate vainly about the hidden messages contained in this

exchange, which seemed so transparent at the surface level.

Suddenly, the wagoner caught a glimpse of Ezriel's face and

exclaimed to his partner: "Oy vavoy! I've got to get away from that

man. He knows too much!" Hearing this, Ezriel's head started

spinning and he fainted away onto the table. By the time the men in

the guest house revived him, the exalted chavrisa had vanished, and

Ezriel took the entire episode as a sign that in Shomayim, he was

not meant to share contact with the Hidden Tzaddikim, who took all

measures not to allow themselves to be revealed, no matter to

whom. He returned home to Polotzk, despondent perhaps, but

perhaps relieved that he escaped unharmed from the encounter with

the Tzaddikim Nistarim.
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